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Wikipedia articles:
 

topic (concept)  vs. language
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 170 languages
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 24 languages
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 4 languages
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Empirical questions

RQ1: How do language communities on 
Wikipedia relate to each other with respect to 
the shared co-editing interests?

RQ2: What can explain these relations?
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Data
 110 largest Wikipedia language editions
 Article pages created between 2005 – 2013
 3M unique concepts
 1.3B edits
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Inferring the network of shared interest

a. Set of languages in 
which a concept exists

b. Bipartite network of 
concept co-editing

c. Network of 
significant links 
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Empirical questions

RQ1: How do language communities on 
Wikipedia relate to each other with respect to 
the shared co-editing interests?
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Co-editing ties between Wikipedia editions

 23 strongest clusters displayed
 In-cluster links significant at 99% level
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Observations

 Geographical proximity
 Shared language family 

(North Germanic, Celtic)
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Observations

 Local lingua franca of a 
multilingual country / region

 Dialects of the dominant 
language
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Observations

 Shared religous tradition

 Recent changes in socio-
political situation (partially 
reflect, e.g. in bilngualism)
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Empirical questions
RQ2: What can explain these patterns?
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Hypotheses formulation

 Shared language family
 Bilingual population within a country*
 Geographical proximity of countries**
 Gravity law – demographic force 

attracting language communities**
 Shared most common religion**

*  i,j are co-spoken in a country
** i is  the primary language of a country
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Testing hypotheses

Hypotheses
Ranking of plausible 
hypotheses using 
Bayesian inference*

* Singer at al. 2016,
https://arxiv.org/abs/1411.2844
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Results

 All hypotheses are 
plausible

 Most significant factors:
linguistic proximity and 
bilingual population
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Empirical results summary

 

 Artice repertoir of Wikipedia language editions is not a random selection;
 The network of co-editing intrests has no hubs; local interconnections are 

important;
 Co-editing similarity of language communities is rooted in socio-linguistic 

factors:
−  genetic proximity of languages, 
−  bilingualism, 
−  shared religion, 
−  demographic attraction between communities. 
−  geographic distance (a significant, but weak factor).
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More info:
http://annsamoilenko.wixsite.com/homepage/information-highways
http://annsamoilenko.wixsite.com/homepage/linguistic-neighbourhoods

Related research

Information 
Highways:
What are the 
global connections 
of shared interests 
between 
countries?

Karimi et al. 2016 
palcomms201541
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Thanks!
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